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Preface 

 

 here has been much confusion over what is the Great Reset, and many 
simply ask if it is a conspiracy theory? The New 
York Times had the audacity to claim it was such 

a conspiracy they’re trying to hide the agenda just as 
they tried to hide the millions who were starving in Ukraine 
because of Stalin which they decided the ends justified 
the means because Communism would be our salvation 
(see movie Mr. Jones).  

While the New York Times has once again been hiding 
the truth, other have at least 
announced there was such a thing 
as the Great Reset. The BBC on 
November 22, 2020 1 , ran the 
headline: “The coronavirus pandemic 'Great Reset' theory 
and a false vaccine claim debunked.” With the World 
Economic Forum putting out videos promoting the Great 
Reset, why is mainstream media so desperate to hide the 
truth from the people as they did with Stalin? 

 
1 https://www.bbc.com/news/55017002 

T 
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Simultaneously, all we hear is that the world is doomed because we have too 
many people always implying that the herd needs to be culled. Ever since Thomas 
Malthus (1766-1834) started the ball rolling with his publication in his 1798 book An 
Essay on the Principle of Population, which he penned anonymously fearing to put 
his name on it. This 18th-century British philosopher and economist before there 
were degrees, set in motion this theory which has never died.  

Jeffrey David Sachs, the American 
economist and academic at 
Columbia University, also runs around 
promoting depopulation, arguing 
that in third world countries, people 
still have 4 to 6 kids. He obviously fails 
to understand that the birth rate 
declines with industrialization and in 
an agrarian society, the parents need 

the children to keep the farming going and for their own retirement before all of 
this Marxist socialism took hold to replace the family with government programs. 
Jeffrey Sachs has been preaching why benefits of globalization aren't equally 
distributed and that is the crisis we face in true Marxist terms. 
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Jeffrey Sachs has shown the problem with academics with no real-world 
experience. He convinced others to fund his idea of creating his theory of a 
Millennium Villages Project which he claimed would target more than a dozen 
sub-Saharan villages in Africa and imposed an integrated approach to help these 
villages to achieve the U.N. Millennium Development Goals to address poverty, 
health, gender equality, and disease, which was really about depopulation. 

Funding was provided by World Bank loans, governments, and private 
contributions, to create these pilot villages in the 10 project sites by improving 
access to safe drinking water, primary education, basic health care, and other 
science-based interventions such as better seeds and fertilizer. 

The projected was a classic disaster and a total waste of hundreds of millions of 
dollars. There were fundamental methodological falsehoods because they did not 
understand that an agrarian society needs large families to survive. There was no 
scientific evidence that the project attained any of its goals. 

Even Sachs himself in this Lancet Global Health perspective, had to admit that 
while the outcomes on poverty were mixed and impacts on nutrition and 
education often inconclusive, “the lessons learned from the MVP are highly 

pertinent.” 

It was such a total disaster that 
Bill Gates even tried to defend 
the project writing in project 
Syndicate: “But trying to do 
something as hard as fighting 
poverty and disease requires a 
willingness to fail, learn, and try 
again.” 

Of course, Bill Gates defended 
this failure, because the real 
objectives here is all about the 
reduction of population.2 

 
2  https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/bill-gates-explains-why-the-millennium-
villages-project--though-a-failure--was-worth-the-risk 
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Klaus Schwab is a control freak. He has a ZERO tolerance for error in the World 
Economic Forum. He is the perfect man to lead the world revolution he has called 
“The Great Reset”. In his own words, he explains very clearly this idea which infects 
academia among economists. Unlike those in the real world of physics where we 
observe nature to understand how it functions, economists believe that they 
possess the mental capacity to change the world and redesign the future. 

In academics, the economists do not believe in observing how the global 
economy functions. They believe that they have the intellect to reconstruct it in 
the image of their own dreams, which therefore means they possess the true ability 
to lead the world and nations. 

To understand your adversary, you must look deep at their motivations. 
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Schwab, Archbishop Câmara 

& Pope Francis 
 

 

hat we must understand is that the philosophy behind this cabal is 
clearly Marxism. It’s origin, which influenced Klaus Schwab, was a 
Brazilian priest who was Archbishop Hélder Pessoa Câmara (1909–1999). 

This one man has influenced far more than most people are possibly aware.  He 
was of the Brazilian Catholic Church and a self-proclaimed Marxist. He was the 
Archbishop of Olinda and Recife between 1964 to 1985. He is not to be confused 
with Cardinal Jaime de Barros Câmara (1894–1971) who was elevated to the 
cardinalate in 1946 by Pope Pius XII. From 1962 to 1965, it was Cardinal Câmara 
who attended the Second Vatican Council who was anti-Communism and 
assisted Leo Joseph Suenens in delivering one of the closing messages of the 
Council delivered on December 8, 1965. 

It was Archbishop Câmara who disagreed with the Church's conclusion of the 
Second Vatican Council. He attended all four sessions of that proceeding and 
even played a very important role in drafting Gaudium et spes. However, on 
November 16th, 1965, Archbishop Câmara led 40 bishops who met at night secretly 

W 
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in the Catacombs of Domitilla outside Rome on the Via Appia Antica which is 
spread over 17 kilometers underground.  

 

It was this secret meeting where a conspiracy was hatched that some believe will 
lead to the destruction of Capitalism and the entire financial system as we know 
it. In this underground secret meeting like the Christians hid from the Roman 
authorities, this group of 40 renegade priests signed a secret document under the 
title of the Pact of the Catacombs with 13 points which were inspired by Karl Marx. 

This small group of militant 
Marxist priests meeting in 
secret has been the 
beginning of an existential 
threat to our very future. 
South America has been 
unable to rise above 
Marxism, because this Pact 
of the Catacombs has 
been part of the Catholic 
Church in that region. 
Without authority from 

Rome, the church in South America adopted the doctrine of the Pact of the 
Catacombs led by its mastermind - Archbishop Hélder Pessoa Câmara. Despite the 
fact it was never sanctioned by the Vatican, the papacy was usurped by installing 
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a Pope from South America. It has been Pope Francis who has practiced this 
distorted doctrine his whole life, for it focuses on the material inequality in life 
making material wealth the focus rather than on the spiritual concerns for the 
soul.  Section #10 of that Catacomb Pact reads: 

"We will do our utmost so that those responsible for our government and for 
our public services make, and put into practice, laws, structures and social 
institutions required by justice and charity, equality and harmonic and 
holistic development of all men and women, and by this means bring about 

the advent of another social 
order, worthy of the sons and 
daughters of mankind and of 
God." 
 

Paragraph 10 of the Catacombs 
Pact 

Schwab in his younger years 
appeared to have had this drive 
to always try to meet world 
leaders and famous people. He 
wanted to meet Archbishop 
Hélder Pessoa Câmara because 
he was nominated for the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1973 by 
the American Friends 
Service Committee. Câmara 
was awarded the Pacem in 
Terris Award. It was named after 
a 1963 encyclical letter by Pope 
John XXIII that calls upon all 

people of good will to secure peace among all nations.  

Despite the fact that in 1973 the Nobel Peace Prize went to Henry Kissinger who 
was awarded it but had to share it with Le Duc Tho for having negotiated a cease 
fire in Vietnam. 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
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Klaus Schwab stated that this meeting was so important because it was, according 
to him, Câmara’s teachings of communism changed his 
life. Schwab then invited Câmara to speak at Davos in 
1974 but he was blacklisted for being a communist. 
Schwab pulled strings back then to bring him to 
Switzerland. 

 

Indeed, Archbishop Câmara spoke at Davos in 1974. From 
that time onward, Schwab has been trying to influence 
world leaders and convince them it is time to adopt 
Marxism.  Note, when Archbishop Câmara addressed the 
Davos meeting of capitalists, there was a time of 

economic crisis as well. This was the first major recession which exposed that the 
idea of Keynesianism proved incorrect. Just like the Great Depression and the New 
York Times supporting Stalin’s Communism as the solution, Schwab saw Câmara’s 
Marxism as the solution. It was Paul Volcker who delivered his famous Rediscovery 
of the Business Cycle in 1979 stating.  

“The Rediscovery of the Business Cycle – is a sign of the times. Not much 
more than a decade ago, in what now seems a more innocent age, the 
‘New Economics’ had become orthodoxy. Its basic tenet, repeated in similar 
words in speech after speech, in article after article, was described by one 
of its leaders as ‘the conviction that business cycles were not inevitable, that 
government policy could and should keep the economy close to a path of 
steady real growth at a constant 
target rate of unemployment." 

Câmara, who was apparently the most 
influential person in Schwab's life based 
upon his statements, was an advocate of 
Liberation Theology, which is a theory that 
emphasizing the liberation of the oppressed 
must be the objective. The foundation is 
Marxism engaging socio-economic 
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analyses, rather than theology, pushing economic materialism rather than spiritual 
objectives.  

Liberation Theology argues for the social concern for the poor and political 
liberation for oppressed peoples whereby its core is "inequality" materially claimed 
to be driven by race or caste rather than ability. Câmara admitted he is famous 
for saying:  

"When I give food to the poor, they call me a saint. When I ask why they 
are poor, they call me a communist." 

 

 

Indeed, Schwab invited Pope Francis to speak at Davos in January 2014 just after 
he was made Pope displaying, he knew they shared the same economic Marxist 
philosophy. Pope Francis' message to the World Economic Forum gathered at 
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Davos, Switzerland was the first time a pope ever delivered a message directly the 
participants at a high-level economic forum. 

Schwab knew that Pope Francis was going to implement the Pact of the 
Catacombs since this was a fundamental militant philosophy that had been 
ingrained in South America which prevented the continent from rise out of poverty. 
Indeed, Pope Francis’ message at Davos reflected his deep communist beliefs and 
instead of being concerned about the salvation of the soul, he has led the Church 
into a Marxist agenda joining Schwab talking more about the economy and 
"inequality" rather than salivation. But Pope Francis has also reversed the Church 
prohibition of contraceptives also supporting depopulation.  

 

There are some who argue that Pope Francis is the last pope Saint Malachy 
predicted would be “Peter the Roman” but at his age, I do not think he will make 
it to 2032. That said, there is a serious risk that Pope Francis may bring the Catholic 
Church to a major tribulation (civil war) as they say because he has abandoned 
religion advocating communism.  

Interestingly, Jorge Mario Bergoglio became Pope Francis on March 13, 2013, 
when he was named the 266th pope of the Roman Catholic Church. If we plot a 
straightforward 51.6-year wave from the signing of the Pact of the Catacombs, 
interestingly, that is when Bergoglio became Pope Francis at the peak of that 
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wave. This was spot on for a 51.6-year wave 
beginning with the signing of that secret 
Pact of the Catacombs on November 16th, 
1965. It was June 1st when Trump 
announced the US is withdrawing from the 
Paris Climate Agreement and by 22nd UK 
Prime Minister Theresa May announced that 
citizens of the EU living in the UK will be able 
to acquire a "UK settled status" after the UK 
leaves the EU. If this is indeed a valid turning 
point, then October 2021 should be 
important. 

 

 

Curiously, looking at this from a purely mathematical perspective, being the 266th 
Pope, if we divide that by 8.6 we arrive at 30.9. Consequently, my concern would 
be for the next Pope which would be a derivative of Pi. Given that the model 
projects that Schwab will fail, since Marxism is against human nature and even the 
Ten Commandments, it would not surprise me that there is an upheaval in the 
Church and that the next Pope will be a reaction to the material doctrines of 
Pope Francis who is fully cooperating with Schwab.  

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Marx-ten-commandments-socialism.jpg
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I do not see how Pope Francis' support for the Pact of the Catacombs does not 
violate everything the Church has stood for through the past 265 popes being 
concerned with spiritual survival – not material. Ironically, there were 148 
emperors/caesars until the fall of Rome which was 17.2 x 8.6. It is questionable that 
this prophecy of Saint Malachy is to end with Peter the Roman. The last Roman 
Emperor was named Romulus Augustus which is the combination of the names of 
Romulus who founded Rome and Augustus who was the first imperial emperor. 
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I have always warned that there is also a 72-year wave in Revolutions. That means 
there is a great risk for the Church 72 years from the Pact of the Catacombs which 
will be 2037. This aligns with the conclusion of this 51.6-year wave. The 
convergence of these two models in 2037 is simply indicative of the monumental 
changes that are taking place because people like Schwab think they can 
actually construct the future of the economy as was the same conclusion of Karl 
Marx. 

 

Therefore, this target of 72-years lining up with the signing of this Pact of the 
Catacombs which appears to have influenced Klaus Schwab and his major effort 

to have Archbishop Hélder Pessoa Câmara speak to 
Capitalists attending Davos in 1974 may have indeed 
been a watershed moment that set-in motion the 
decline and fall of the West as we have known it. 

This particular 6th Wave began with the peak of the 
Roman Empire under Marcus Aurelius. Rome claimed to 
rule the world (orbis terrarum) but it stood at the opposite 
end of the world from the strikingly similar Han Dynasty 
(206BC-220AD) in China, which also claimed to have 
ruled the world (tianxia). There is the History Book for 
Tang-Dynasty in China covering the period 618-907AD. 
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Yet the text mentions 17 times what appears to be the Roman Empire. It also 
describes an envoy that was sent by the Roman Emperor to China. The Roman 
Emperor was recorded to have been "Anton". This envoy has been attributed to 
166AD during the reign of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (121-180AD). It is the death 
of Marcus Aurelius, that has marked the peak in the Roman Empire and the turning 
point that begins the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire where its monetary 
system collapses just 72 years thereafter.  

This envoy establishing diplomatic contact at the peak in the Roman Empire from 
which a disastrous decline begins. Any political-economic aspirations to further 
such a relationship would then die with Marcus Aurelius. Yet also, both empires 
would suffer the same fate of barbarian invasions. The Han Dynasty falls about 43 
years later in 220AD from which emerges the chaotic period known as the Three 
Kingdoms (220-280AD) – the division of the once unified Chinese Empire. 

When Marcus Aurelius died, he was succeeded by his son Commodus who was 
one of the madmen to rule Rome. The corruption was so outrageous that upon 
assassinating Commodus, the Praetorian Guard auctioned off the position of 

Emperor to the highest bidder. That was 
Didius Julianus(193AD) who managed to 
cling to the throne for just about five 
months unleashing yet another civil war.  

Today, we are witnessing the corruption 
has run wild with world leaders on board 
with Schwab trying to create a new 
totalitarian regime. They seek to kill 
Democracy they call “populism” to 
secure their control and end the 
capitalistic system of borrowing to fund 
themselves with no intention of ever 
paying anything back.  
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Schwab’s Stakeholder 

Economics 

 

chwab’s World Economic Forum has been an annual corporate celebrity 
bash in Davos Switzerland, which has been a driving global force behind a 
move to overthrow market capitalism and profit-maximizing corporations 

replacing them with a new economic model called “stakeholder capitalism.”  

Klaus Schwab, German academic economist who founded the WEF in 1973, 
maintains that in announcing his Davos Manifesto 2020 at the World Economic 
Forum, argued that there were only three alternatives: shareholder capitalism, 
state capitalism and stakeholder capitalism. Both shareholder capitalism and state 
capitalism he simply declares are political poison. This in Schwab’s mind, means 
that the only alternative is stakeholder capitalism whereby corporations must 
contribute to society as providers of capital to the socialist welfare state. Taking 

S 
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money from investors but not being concerned 
about shareholder value is ignoring the 
fundamental of everything – self-interest. 

The existing corporate enterprise model, the 
shareholder version that has dominated much 
of the world’s economic progress over the past 
century, needs to be replaced in the mind of 
Schwab. This is not capitalism, but socialism. 

“We need a change of mindset, moving from 
short-term to long-term thinking, moving from 
shareholder capitalism to stakeholder 
responsibility. Environmental, social and good 
governance have to be a measured part of 

corporate and governmental accountability.”  

 

 

Schwab also has stated in a clip about the 10-year anniversary of his Global 
Shapers Community posted June 2021, that he was the first to develop Stakeholder 

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Stakeholder-Economics.jpg
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Economics.3 That is simply not true. Stakeholder capitalism is not 
a new idea. It was launched by the 1932 management classic 
book, The Modern Corporation, and Private Property by Adolf A. 
Berle and Gardiner C. Means. They were the first to forth the idea 
that public firms should have professional managers who would 
balance the claims of different stakeholders, taking into account 
public policy.  

Stakeholder Economics became obsolete when Roosevelt 
came to office with the New Deal. This idea was that 

corporation had a duty to society during a period when there were NO social 
programs whatsoever. From what I can tell, both Stakeholder Economics and this 
Great Reset where you will own nothing and be happy, comes from Berle and 
Means blended with Archbishop Câmara’s secret Pact of the Catacombs which 
was a militant rejection of the very foundation of separation of Church and State. 
Clearly, I do not see these ideas as being an original thought coming from Klaus 
Schwab. 

In advocating Stakeholder Economics, Schwab has been advocating the 
abandonment of shareholder rights which defeats the very reason people invest 
in stocks to begin with. Schwab views all wealth is to be redistributed at least 
among the bourgeoisie, middle class. When Stakeholder Economics was in play 
until Milton Friedman came along in 1970, the performance of equities v bonds 
was dismal - the worst-performing stock market in history. 

 

Not until corporations began to abandon Stakeholder Economics thanks to Milton 
Friedman’s publication criticizing it in 1970, did the market begin to perform. The 

 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3HVnyQwQg4 

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Dow-Jones-Earnings-Book-Value-1937-1982.jpg
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low in share values relative to book value took place in 1978. This began the 
takeover boom of the post-1985 era. You could buy a company, sell its assets, and 
double or triple your money. 

 

 

It was only following Milton Freidman’s published article that became the Friedman 
Doctrine on September 13, 1970, in the New York Times – The Social Responsibility 
of Business is to Increase Its Profits” – did the economic growth and job creation 
begin to rapidly expand. Schwab ignores all of this to simply impose a doctrine of 
Archbishop Hélder Pessoa Câmara and the Pact of the Catacombs. 
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This chart shows the end of Stakeholder Economics. The takeover boom unfolded 
because you could buy a company, sell its assets, and double your money. That 
simply reflected what Stakeholder Economics was really all about. Share prices 
had not reflected the net worth of the companies, nor did it have anything to do 
with dividends. 

This is the economics of Schwab and his dream or returning to a system only an 
academic would love. 

  

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/1980-1987-Takeover-Boom.jpg
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Schwab’s 4th Industrial 

Revolution 
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ew technologies in society have been at the forefront of what Schwab 
has been pushing for “hope” looking ahead into the horizon. In March 
2016, the personal email account of John Podesta, Hillary Clinton's 

campaign chair, was hacked in a spear-phishing attack. WikiLeaks published his 
emails in November 2016. Proponents of the Pizzagate conspiracy theory claimed 
the emails contained coded messages that 
connected several high-ranking Democratic 
Party officials and U.S. restaurants with an alleged 
human trafficking and child sex ring. Others 
claimed that it was a conspiracy to drink the 
blood of children to prolong life.  

While I have never seen any evidence that such 
an actual ring existed for sex or drinking 
children’s blood to prolong life, it is very curious 
that Schwab has been obsessed with prolonging 
life with implants and there are even people 

N 
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trying to make the movie 
Transcendence real who have 
participated at Davos. 

The International Catholic News 
Weekly, The Tablet4, reported that Fr 
Philip Larrey, Chair of Logic and 
Epistemology at the Pontifical Lateran 
University, has been in discussions with 
tech companies about the ethical 
questions around Artificial Intelligence 
and robots, took part in a discussion 
“Faith in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution.” 

In an interview with the Tablet, Fr 
Larrey explained obviously that 
emerging technologies raise questions 
about immortality and the soul. He 
elaborated on Silicon Valley’s “heavy 
investment” was being directed into 
technologies about how to vastly 

extend life expectancy and the “transhumanist” movement looking at ways to 
transfer human consciousness into a digital format.  

So, while these same elites are deeply concerned about overpopulation, they are 
also trying to figure out how to achieve immortality with technology that Schwab 
is championing. He is 82 years old after all. The Tablet reported: 

“The smartest ones [tech companies] want to dialogue with the Catholic 
Church because we have a 2,000 year tradition about what it means to be 
human,” he said. “The richness of the Catholic tradition gives us the 
framework to speak out the technologies we have. How we were created 
and what is our purpose.” 

 
4 https://www.thetablet.co.uk/news/12405/catholic-priest-at-davos-on-ai-and-the-soul 
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It was Fr Larrey who helped arrange the 2016 meeting between the Pope and Eric 
Schmidt, the executive chairman of Google holding company Alphabet. Fr Larrey 
pointed out that “the question of whether we can we really become immortal 
goes back to the Book of Genesis.” He added that Big Tech has no interest in even 
talking with the Vatican about this subject matter. 

 

Fr Larrey was quoted by the Tablet explaining: “They want to do their own thing 
and are pushing ahead with a lot of money with projects to try and keep them 
immortal, or solve health issues.” Fr Larrey has written two books, Connected World 
and Artificial Humanity. Fr Larrey has been to Davos. He said: “It’s freezing cold, 
and everyone you meet is a VIP who thinks they have been endowed with a right 
to rule the world.”  

Schwab has included in his 8 points for his 
Agenda 2030 that with technology, you will 
be able to live forever. I seriously doubt that 
they are interested in providing this 
technology to everyone. Something in the 
hype suggests they will create a totalitarian 
world where the elite think they will defeat 
even death. But to save the planet for 
themselves, they also need to thin the herd.  
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The Real Agenda 

 

hile the politicians talk about climate change is a crisis far worse than 
COVID, the real crisis is the total destruction of our economy, social 
structure, and the deliberate strategy to keep the nation divided into 

groups that oppose each other which will prevent a unified rebellion. 

In a recent worker dispute, Amazon’s internal documents have come to light 
where the company rates their stores using a “diversity 
index,” and determined the threat of unionization is 
“higher” at stores with “lower diversity.” This is what the 
WOKE movement is all about — DIVIDE & CONQUER! Susan 
E. Reed has put out a book on this strategy that the 
greater the diversity the less workers will unionize. 

Julius Caesar (100-44BC) was able to conquer Gaul 
despite being outnumbered more than 10 to 1 because 
the Gauls never united until it was too late. In September 
52BC, Julius Caesar defeated Vercingetorix at the Battle 

of Alesia where his army of 50,000 Romans defeated 200,000 Gauls in what is now 
modern-day Burgundy, France. The Celtic tribes were never united. Hence, his 
famous saying – divide and conquer. This is what means the way to defeat these 
people is also to unite. 

W 

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Unite-Conquer.jpg
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I seriously doubt that people understand the true implications of how these 
governments have handled this plan-demic which has a kill ratio of a minimal 
0.028%. This has been a grab for power and it will not end with everyone getting 
vaccinated for they have had to admit that the vaccines will not even prevent 
death no less contracting COVID and spreading it. 

 

According to The Liberty Daily5, every staff member and every guest on a Carnival 
Cruise ship was vaccinated. Nevertheless, the ship still suffered an outbreak of 
Covid-19 after departing from Galveston, Texas, on July 31. There were 27 cases 
of COVID but that may have been an understatement with one 77-year-old 
passenger died while another was in hospital in Belize and is said to be “in bad 
shape”. Since then, masks are now needed on Carnival Cruise ships as well as 
negative tests plus vaccination. This simply illustrates that the vaccines do not do 
what they have been telling the public. 

This pandemic has been orchestrated right from the start. There is credible 
evidence that this was created in a lab. While it was released in China in order to 
blame them, the blueprint of this virus is the same that was created in the lab in 
Canada. If we just follow the money trail, the benefits point to Bill Gates, World 
Economic Forum, and the entire United Nations groups. 

 
5  https://thelibertydaily.com/covid-outbreak-hits-carnival-cruise-despite-every-guest-and-staff-
member-being-vaccinated/ 
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When there is a pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) gets to keep 
money and the bondholders lose. At the start of this Pandemic, there were 
outstanding World Bank Pandemic Bonds which came due for expiration in July 
2020. This was in the neighborhood of $500 million which was perhaps a structured 
derivative time bomb that most people have never heard of. 

These pandemic bonds were sold to investors as a giant gamble in the global 
financial casino. The World Bank sold “pandemic bonds” which were a scheme 
like no other. In 2017, these bonds were sold to private investors on the premise 
that they would lose their money if any of six deadly pandemics hit. They did not 
pay out in 2019 when the Ebola virus broke out in Africa. The World 
Bank announced the creation of these structured bonds in May 2016 at the G7 
Finance Ministers and Central Governors meeting in Sendai, Japan. 

The World Health Organization will keep the money and will use it to fight the 
outbreak if they declare an event is a “pandemic” which is substantially different 
than an epidemic. If the number of flu-caused deaths exceeds 7.7% of the total, 
then the United States officially has an epidemic on its hands. A Pandemic has 
nothing to do with the severity of the outbreak, it simply means that it is occurring 
over a wide geographic area typically involving multiple countries. They have used 
the Pandemic to scare people but the death rate in less than half of one percent 
far from a dangerous epidemic. 

https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2019/08/29/the-world-banks-pandemic-bonds-are-not-paying-out-for-ebola
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2019/08/29/the-world-banks-pandemic-bonds-are-not-paying-out-for-ebola
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/06/28/world-bank-launches-first-ever-pandemic-bonds-to-support-500-million-pandemic-emergency-financing-facility
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/World-Bank.jpg
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The investors who bought the WHO Pandemic Bonds received regular coupon 
payments in return, but risked losing their investment if the WHO declares a 
Pandemic no matter how minor. Thus, there was a financial incentive to hype 
COVID and declare it a Pandemic to keep at least half-billion dollars. They declare 
it a Pandemic on March 19th, 2020 in the middle of the COVID Crash in the stock 
markets. 

 

According to the Federal Reserve, the beginning of claimed COVID deaths was 
March 11th, 2020. The Federal Reserve reported that the U.S. on Day 14, which 
would be March 24, saw a total of 706 people had died by then. With the U.S. 
population at 327 million, the number of deaths was 22 per 10 million people.  This 
did not justify such a panic. 
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With only 22 death per 10 million, they launched models that grossly exaggerated 
the crisis. This opened the door to tyranny and it allowed the WHO to keep all the 
money from its Pandemic Bonds. The first bond issue raised $225 million and 
featured an interest rate of around 7% to suck in as many as possible in a world of 
negative interest rates. The WHO payout on the bond was to be suspended if there 
is an outbreak of new influenza viruses or coronavirus – note the terms. The second 

type of bond was even riskier which raised $95 million 
with an interest rate of more than 11%. This second 
type of bond keeps investors’ money if there is an 
outbreak of Filovirus, Coronavirus, Lassa Fever, Rift 
Valley Fever, and/or Crimean Congo Hemorrhagic 
Fever. In both cases, they included Coronavirus. 

Then the World Bank issued $105 million derivative 
that works in a similar way. 
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It would be in the interest of the World Health Organization to declare this 
coronavirus a pandemic. They would benefit from the cash. The bondholders will 
lose. Selling these Pandemic Bonds was a conflict of interest when the WHO is the 
one that makes that decision. if they declared 
there was a pandemic, they kept all the money. 
That was party time. 

Then the United Nation’s Green Climate Fund of 
the wrote on April 10th, 2020, about only one 
month into this “plan-demic” that this would be a 
great opportunity to shut down society and build 
back better GREEN of course. 

While COVID-19 is causing untold suffering, the international response to this 

unprecedented health crisis in modern times offers an opportunity to direct finances 

towards bolstering climate action. GCF will continue to make critical investments in 

climate-resilient water resource management, health care facilities, agriculture and 

livelihoods – all of which are essential to subduing and overcoming the pandemic. 

Similarly, we will step up our efforts to catalyse green investment to relaunch economies 

on low-emission, climate-resilient trajectories. 6 

Then on June 3rd, 20207, Klaus Schwab released his Great Reset of the World 
Economic Forum once more that this was a great opportunity to use COVID to 
restructure the economy from scratch. 

 

 

 
6  https://www.greenclimate.fund/news/responding-impacts-covid-19-global-pandemic-
interlinkages-between-people-planet-and-prosperity 
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rAiTDQ-NVY 

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/GCF-Logo.jpg
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The New York Times actually reported that the “Great Reset” was a “baseless” 
conspiracy theory. They wrote: 

On Monday morning, the phrase “The Great Reset” trended with nearly 
80,000 tweets, with most of the posts coming from familiar far-right internet 
personalities. The conspiracy alleges that a cabal of elites has long planned 
for the pandemic so that they could use it to impose their global economic 
control on the masses. In some versions of the unfounded rumor, it is only 
President Trump who is thwarting this plan and keeping the scheme at bay. 

 

The “Great Reset” was surfacing by May when it was reported that dozens of the 
world’s leaders in business, finance and politics were to gather on June 3, 2020 the 
very day Schwab posted his video – the Great Reset on YouTube. They were to 
discuss how the global economy can be “reset”— with climate change as the 
main theme as nations recover from the coronavirus pandemic. This online event 
was also hosted by His Royal Highness Charles, Prince of Wales, with Klaus Schwab 
and his infamous World Economic Forum (WEF). 

Indeed, by the end of that month following the June 3rd meeting with Schwab and 
his WEF plus Prince Charles, on June 30th, 2020 Boris Johnson, British Prime 
Minister/Dictator, then came and announced his now infamous Build Back Better 
agenda. Based on personal 
reliable sources who 
attended the January 2019 
Davos meeting, the very 
slogan “Build Back Better” 
was floated and being 
talked about at that time. 

It is very curious that the 
New York Times immediately 
called it all a conspiracy 
theory crafter by far-right 
opposition groups. This was 
probably the worst 
reporting they have done 
since endorsing Stalin. 
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The standard definition of a “conspiracy” is simply “An agreement to perform 
together an illegal, wrongful, or subversive act.” Never before in the history of world 
politics have, we EVER witnessed all the world leaders mouthing the very same 
words – BUILD BACK BETTER which was a slogan made by Schwab and his World 
Economic Forum.  

Even John Kerry, who was appointed the Climate Czar, has point blank stated that 
the Biden Administration is fully on board with Schwab Great Reset. Never in the 
history of the United States has any president signed up for an agenda of a foreign 

nation, moved to fully 
collapse the US economy 
and “build back better” 
without any right for the 
people to vote on this 
agenda This is the very 
definition of tyranny – not 
democracy. This is what is 
wrong with our fake 
democratic governments 
– they have eliminated the 
right of the people to vote 
on their own future. 
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This is like Helmet Kohl (1930-2017) committing Germany to the Euro denying the 
people a right to ever vote. He told the world that the euro was simply the greatest 
thing that would ever exist in Europe, that it would be economically stable, 
dynamic, and would promote a growth-oriented environment that he said would 
be the “event of the century”. Kohl admitted that if he allowed the German 
people to vote on joining the Euro, he would have lost. He also admitted that he 
acted like a “dictator” to push the agenda he and the elite thought was best. 

This is the very same tactic they are employing to push the Great Reset upon 
Western Society wiping out jobs they deem are a threat to the environment like 
coal mining, oil produce, and car manufacturing with combustion engines. This is 
the agenda and the very fact that people call it a conspiracy theory proves they 
are just part of the agenda to deny the people the right to even know what is 
really taking place. 

However, behind this facade is the argument for a one-world government 
BECAUSE this is a planetary effort so no single country can solve the problem. This 
means, conveniently, that the United Nations seeks to be the unelected ruler over 
the entire world and is pushing for 10% of all taxation to flow to them. 
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 Initially, another thing the press immediately called a “conspiracy theory” which 
seems to always come true, was an alleged link between the lab in Canada and 
Wuhan. The samples of the first version of COVID match what was created in the 
National Microbiology Laboratory in Canada. Also buried deep in the story is that 
the scientist Dr. Frank Plummer (1952-2020) was the director of Canada’s National 
Microbiology Lab, to whom the Gates Foundation handed a grant of $8.3 million. 
He died in Kenya within weeks after the official start of the 2019 coronavirus 
outbreak on February 4th, 2020, which happened 
weeks after a Gates Foundation simulation of a 
coronavirus outbreak. 

As the story goes, Frank Plummer was the one who 
acquired the SARS coronavirus sample from an 
alleged Saudi patient at the NML Winnipeg Lab 
from Ron Fouchier, who was a leading virologist at 
the Erasmus Medical Center (EMC) in Rotterdam, 
the Netherlands.  

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Canada-Biolab-Source.jpg
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Fouchier was said to have been sent the virus by Egyptian virologist Dr. Ali 
Mohamed Zaki who isolated and identified a previously unknown type of 
coronavirus from the Saudi patient’s lungs. Allegedly, Fouchier sequenced the virus 
from that sample sent by Zaki. This was the coronavirus sample that arrived at 
Canada’s NML Winnipeg facility on May 4, 2013.  

It was said that Frank Plummer is the one who received the sample. The Canadian 
lab grew and stocked the virus and used it to assess diagnostic tests being used 
in Canada. Winnipeg scientists worked to see which animal species could be 
infected with the new virus. 

While the allegation has been that the National Microbiology Laboratory was 
targeted by Chinese agents in what could be termed as biological espionage, 
the claim that the virus was stolen from the Canadian lab by a Chinese biowarfare 
agent Xiangguo Qiu and her colleagues have sought to pin the blame on China. 

 If this was the source that was smuggled to the Wuhan Institute of Virology, the 
conspiracy claim that it was the Chinese who weaponized and leaked the virus 
does not jive with the sources I have who knew in advance that the virus was 
coming, all of which had nothing to do with a deliberate act by China. 

Supposedly Alexander Kagansky, a Russian working on the virus, was allegedly 
stabbed and thrown from the window of his 14th floor flat. In Pennsylvania, 
Professor Bing Liu of the University of Pittsburgh was on the verge of a breakthrough 

in a scientific understanding of the new coronavirus 
but was shot dead.  

Then a World Health Organization (WHO) driver 
carrying coronavirus samples was shot dead in 
Myanmar. The WHO vehicle was carrying coronavirus 
test samples when it came under attack. The WHO 
confirmed that Pyae Sone Win Maung died of his 
injuries from the attack. Reuters reported8 that the 
vehicle had come under gunfire. Why attack a van 
carrying COVID samples? This was April 2020 within 
just 4 weeks of the COVID Crash. 

 
8 https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-mar-rakhine-idINKBN223135 
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Then there is the mysterious co-
incidental death of all four African 
heads of state who spoke out against 
the COVID lockdowns and 
experimental vaccines. Very strange 
for so many people to be dying who 
opposed or perhaps had evidence 
against the narrative. Naturally, it is 
always a conspiracy theory, so the 
mainstream press need not waste it’s 
time to investigate anything. 

Emails that have emerged show that 
a statement in The Lancet authored 
by 27 prominent public health 
scientists condemning “conspiracy 
theories suggesting that COVID-19 
does not have a natural origin” was 
organized by employees of 
EcoHealth Alliance, which is a non-profit group that just so happened to have 
received millions of dollars of US taxpayer funding to genetically manipulate 

coronaviruses with scientists 
at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology. Talk about 
conflicts of interest! Peter 
Daszak is the President of 
EcoHealth Alliance, and he 
sent nearly $600,000 to 
Wuhan, which is alleged to 
have been the source. 

Ron Fouchier has admitted 
to creating killer viruses at 
the Erasmus Medical 
Center in Rotterdam to see 
what would happen if the 

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/African-Leaders.png
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/COVID-CONSPIRACY.png
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H5N1 bird flu virus mutated and had the ability to spread in mammals. His 
involvement in COVID and Frank Plummer has also been avoided in any 
investigation. Why these people want to create such dangerous viruses to see 
what MIGHT happen in the real world is like the story of Dr. Frankenstein — they 
want to see if they could replace God in creation. 

 

Interestingly, the earliest samples from early Wuhan COVID-19 patients show the 
presence of genetically modified henipah virus, which is one of the two types of 
viruses sent to China from the Canadian laboratory that was run by the 
conveniently now-dead Frank Plummer. They cannot swear that this virus 
discovered in the Chinese samples comes from the Canadian lab back in late 
March 2019.  

This entire escapade appears to be a deliberate leak and it WAS NOT by the 
Chinese. If China wanted to unleash a biological weapon, they could easily target 
a specific gene sequence that would eliminate even a specific ethnic group. This 
is a standard coronavirus that resides in animals and will NEVER be eliminated. It is 
a respiratory virus that will kill similar people who would have died because of the 
flu. 
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China has come out and threatened retaliation over blaming them for releasing 
COVID. All you have to do is follow the money trail and this leads to the Big Pharma, 
World Economic Forum, United Nations, and the Gates Foundation. They all have 
gained substantially from COVID — not the Chinese.  

Because China has rejected the Great Reset and handing its sovereignty to 
Schwab’s United Nations proxy, it appears that they are deliberately trying to 
create war  

The fact that mainstream media is behind this effort should be no surprise. It was 
not just the New York Times who was the champion of Stalin and believed that 
Communism was the answer to the Great Depression back in the 1930s, but going 

back further in time the Spanish-
American war was deliberately 
created by the press to simply sell 
more papers. 

The Pulitzer prize was created 
because he was the real father of 
fake news and he left his fortune 
to create a prize to pretend he 
was a good journalist who did not 
engage in yellow journalism. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-25/china-warns-of-retaliation-ahead-of-u-s-report-on-virus-origins
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/PulitzerHearstWarYellowKids.jpg
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The Biden Administration said it was in the 
middle and that he would be the President 
for everyone. That has been shown to be 
nothing but standard political propaganda. 
Never before in history has government 
been able to use a virus to transform the 
nature of society from free to totalitarian. 
Police are beating people all in the name 
of trying to protect them. 

They are trying to ensure that they keep 
society angry and divided always blaming 
the other group. They believe they will be 

able to create endless emergences of new variants resistant to the current 
vaccines, for viruses are a form of life that will adapt to carry out their objective — 
to reduce the population whenever possible. 

They will attempt new lockdowns but even these are starting to wear thin. As we 
enter 2022, instead of a few weeks, this is entering its third years. They know their 
window is closing and it appears that from November 2021, they will try to step up 
the game before they lose all credibility. 

Where governments were once there to protect society from untested drugs, 
today they are in league with the pharmaceutical industry because it justifies their 
power. The discussion of climate change and overpopulation continues behind 
the curtain but the real agenda is that the financial system is collapsing. They know 
they will no longer be able to borrow endlessly. This time, the end goal is a feudal-
capitalistic system where the great unwashed are converted into raw economic 
slaves with no right to vote. 

  

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Divide-Conquer.png
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COVID Passports 

 

here is something seriously wrong that this COVID disease is not serious 
insofar as the death rate is less than 1% yet the way it has been blown out 
of all context involving governments on a global scale raises the real 

question of conspiracy. In Britain, they looked at the COVID pass the government 
created and it contained everything about 
you from sexual preferences to even 
allegations of criminal conduct at any time in 
your past not charged or convicted. If you 
smoked pot when it was a crime, but not 
charged, even something like that would be 
noted in your COVID pass. 

This has been a worldwide movement by 
governments to create COVID passports and 
restrict all movement unless you are 
vaccinated against a disease that is not that 
serious. In Canada, they called for an election 
and then days before deny you the right to go 
to a public facility without a Covid pass. 

T 
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Meanwhile, Pfizer is telling governments the vaccine will only last for 8 months. That 
means, you will constantly need vaccine shots for the rest of your life to be able 
to even travel? Then Pfizer is creating pills that you will need to take daily just to be 
able to work? 

There are no long-term studies about these experimental vaccines and there is no 
guarantee that they will not alter what they do in the future. The one thing for 
certain is that governments are NOT concerned about the health of the people. 
This is a money game all about power. 

President Biden just in July swore to the American people he would never make 
vaccines mandatory. Then by September he orders mandatory vaccines even 

with no exceptions and 
tells the American 
people his “patience” is 
not limitless.  

In Slovenia, the COVID 
pass must be shown even 
to buy gasoline. Clearly, 
this is all about restricting 
the freedom of people. It 
has nothing to do with 
health. 
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The reason for all of this restriction is not that difficult to see. Socialism is collapsing. 
Western governments can no longer afford to keep borrowing year after year with 
no intention of paying anything back. The European Central Bank under Draghi 
took interest rates NEGATIVE in 2014 and it failed to stimulate the economy but 
succeeded in destroying the European Bond market. Unable to issue debt to pay 
off the old, the ONLY way to prevent a revolution is 
to move toward a totalitarian government. 

For years, these governments have been blaming 
the rich and never themselves. So, they have 
successfully created class warfare that is 
metastasizing into real class hatred. Equality is no 
longer about human rights; it is now simply all about 
material possessions. The definition of the “rich” has 
always been someone who has more than the 
observer. Once Draghi took rates negative in 2014, 
we are approach 8.6 years of negative rates that 
have wiped out socialism. 
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Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum is pushing Marxism as the replacement for 
Capitalism. Schwab points only at the private sector and argues that it is the 
inequality that is tearing the system apart – not government mismanagement and 
lies. The World Economic Forum is selling Marxism stated bluntly: 

“No doubt students of capitalism will be experiencing a pang of déjà vu about now. For it was Karl 

Marx himself that first grappled with capitalism’s internal contradictions some time between the first 

and second industrial revolutions. Marx observed that capitalists paid workers less than the value of 

their labour in order to make a profit. When expressed cumulatively, it meant workers would be unable 

to afford the very goods they produced in the first place.”9 

This view that labor is being cheated totally disregards all other aspects of 
commerce. Even if we take Amazon and argue that workers are being cheated 
because they do not get 100% of all profits, they ignore the fact that first someone 
has to come up with the idea of selling online assuming there is a network system 
where such offering could be made. Someone has to invent something and then 
they hire people to bring it to market. None of the intellectual aspects are ever 
considered to be worth anything. 

We must also realize that when Karl Marx made his observations during the mid-
19th century, 70% of GDP in the United States was agrarian. This was just the 
beginning of the industrial revolution. Marx’s views were shaped by the writings of 
even Aristotle who saw the birth of a market 
economy and brokers who would buy crops and 
resell to others offshore. Aristotle called them the 
people who made money from money. This entire 
idea of socialism completely fails to understand 
even how markets and economies evolve. 

 
9  https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/06/could-capitalism-need-some-marxism-to-survive-
the-4th-industrial-revolution/ 
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Most boys grew up knowing the name of 
Babe Ruth during the 20th century. We 
remember him because he was better than 
everyone else in his time. People would flock 
to see him play. Under Marxism, that was not 
fair. He should never have been paid more 
and nobody should remember his name 
because we are all equal – worker bees in 
a hive. 

I personally remember going to see Frank 
Sinatra at the Latin Casino in Cherry Hill, New 
Jersey. I will always remember that night but 

I do not remember someone playing in some bar I might have been in with my 
friends back then. If genius is not rewarded, there is no incentive to strive to reach 
some position when such people often serve as role models.  

 

Bill Clinton said he shook the hand of John F. Kennedy and that inspired him to 
become president. I too shook hands with JFK in Willingboro, New Jersey on Oct. 
16, 1960. I was not inspired to get into politics or become president. To each his 
own. Yet Kennedy no doubt inspired others to get into politics. Marxism totally 
ignores humanity. Without inspiration, society will never expand. 
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If we are not inspired and don’t have curiosity to explore and try to figure out how 
things work, then there will never be any invention. There are NO major innovations 
that were ever discovered under Communism. All such innovations from trains and 
steam engines, the combustion engine, the discovery that crude oil could replace 
whale oil, the invention of the computer and the development of even artificial 
intelligence, all of this came ONLY from the free world. Not a single invention or 
innovation ever came from a 
Communist world. Unrestrained 
individualism and motivation no 
less dreaming of a future was ever 
tolerated under communism. 

People like Schwab who did not 
live under Communism never 
understand the horrors of denying 
individualism. Indeed, the Prague 
memorial to the victims of 
Communism under Marxism would 
be melted down for scrap metal.  
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At this point, it appears that on a global scale, governments are taking steps to 
restrict movement in what they see as the inevitable collapse of capitalism as we 
have known it. Rather than reform and address the debt crisis, they have chosen 
the path of totalitarianism championed by Klaus Schwab and his World Economic 
Forum. 
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Solution to the Monetary Crisis 

Cycle 

 

or the past 10 years, I have attended meetings about this debt crisis we 
face and how to resolve the problem. In 2015, I held a Solution Conference 
to inform our clients of what was at stake. It was clear to me back then 

that what was taking place was that I was up against Klaus Schwab and his World 
Economic Forum that was arguing to default of the debt, strip the people of assets, 
and create a two-tier system of wealth of the Great Unwashed and that could all 
be justified by calling it “equality” with the exception of the elite political class that 
was naturally needed to run everything. 

My solution was they would end debt, reduce their power, and save the future. 
They choose Schwab for his solution which elevated them to a lofty status as if 
they were the demigods of Green mythology. 

F 
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There has been a very consistent 18-year Monetary Crisis Cycle running through 
currencies. Granted, there were extended periods of fixed exchange rates where 
the target can be identified by the economic pressures taking place at that time. 
The 1985 turning point was the formation of the G5 at the Plaza Accord with the 
intent to lower the value of the dollar by 40% to reduce the US trade deficit.  

Nevertheless, the Plaza Accord took place in August 1985 when the dollar had 
already turned. As the dollar declined significantly, the G5 then held the Louvre 
Accord agreement, signed on February 22, 1987 in Paris, which aimed to stabilize 
the international currency markets and halt the continued decline of the US Dollar 
which was the goal of the Plaza Accord. The agreement was signed by France, 
West Germany, Japan, Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. Italy 
declined to sign the agreement. What became self-evident was the fact that the 
attempts by governments to manipulate the currencies failed. They merely scared 
the capital markets and caused the Japanese to sell US assets taking the money 
back home which led to the 1989 Bubble in the Japanese share market. 
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The 18-Year Monetary Crisis Cycle is self-evident in the British pound. Here were 
the 1931 Sovereign Debt defaults, the 1949 currency devaluation followed by the 
devaluation of 1967 until the major turning point in 1985 when the pound fell to 
$1.03 against the US dollar. The turning points have unfolded like clockwork and 
the next one is due in 2021. 

Thus far, we have witnessed this Monetary Cycle unfold like clockwork. The urgent 
push for cryptocurrency is obviously on target since this is dealing with the 
monetary system. In addition, we have government spending rising exponentially, 
and tax revenue declining thanks to lockdowns and the collapse in the supply-
chain for just about everything resulting in inflation, and we have stood by silently 
as these people have launched a full-scale attack on the energy sector under 
the claim of climate change. It is curious where they have established that smoking 
causes cancer but there is no move for zero tolerance of cigarettes, pipes, and 
cigars. 

I believe that while I have written about this cycle and have shown its incredible 
regularity at meetings with government over my more than 40 year career, they 
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certainly knew what was coming and it has been argued that they used this cycle 
with the Economic Confidence Model to pinpoint when they needed to act 
starting 2020.05. 

 

Their solution is simply to seize everything and they have already tole you their 8-
point agenda for 2030. 

1. “You’ll own nothing” — And “you’ll be happy about it.” 
2. “The U.S. won’t be the world’s leading superpower” 
3. “You won’t die waiting for an organ donor” — They will be made by 3D printers 
4. “You’ll eat much less meat” — Meat will be “an occasional treat, not a staple, for 

the good of the environment and our health.” 
5. “A billion people will be displaced by climate change” – Soros’ Open Borders 
6. “Polluters will have to pay to emit carbon dioxide” – “There will be a global price 

on carbon. This will help make fossil fuels history” 
7. “You could be preparing to go to Mars” — Scientists “will have worked out how to 

keep you healthy in space.” 
8. “Western values will have been tested to the breaking point.” – “Checks and 

balances that underpin our democracies must not be forgotten” 
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I am deeply concerned that this is what always comes from academics who simply 
talk among themselves and have never actually worked among the common 
people. They always assume that the common people are really the Great 
Unwashed, too stupid to understand no less 
comprehend the magnitude of their vision. 

It is shocking that 50% of the population just 
believes whatever the government tells them. They 
invest no original thought and simply obey. It is the 
classic response as Stanley Milgram discovered in 
his Obedience to Authority while investigating the 
Germans who offered a defense as Nazis – I was 
following orders. 

From November 2021, we are turning into the eye 
of the storm so to speak. The great push to 
exterminate currency, move to cryptocurrency that 
they can trace and control what you are allowed 
to buy or sell. Then they will permanently default on 
the entire idea of debt and adopt the Modern 
Monetary Theory where they just create money to 
cover their expenses annually. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Ack in 2019, we warned that the 37.33 Year Monetary Crisis Cycle target 
for 2008 with the 13-Year Interval points to 2021 as does the 18-Year 
Monetary Crisis Cycle. We have the Monetary Reform Cycle which 

appears to target 2020 for the start of this problem and 2026/2027 as perhaps the 
final culmination of this trend.  

We further warned that this crisis appeared to be emanating from Europe most 
likely the result of the structural flaws underlying the Euro and the negative interest 
rates imposed back in 2014. Back in that report we also wrote: 

“There will be calls for the elimination of paper currency to save the day 
because the Keynesian Model has failed. They will never admit that is the 
case so to compel by force to prevent hoarding will be the outcome. We 
should expect to lose more rights as this process unfolds. By the time we 
reach 2032, the decline and fall of Western Society will become obvious to 
one and all.” 

So far, unfortunately everything is on track. They are now pushing very hard to alter 
the economy and force upon everyone COVID Passports to restrict movement in 
hope of heading off any revolution when the people realize their entire future has 
been changed denied any right to even object. 

B 


